What About... Down Syndrome

PICTURE BOOKS
Be quiet, Marina! / Kirsten DeBear 2001
J FICTION
My sister Annie / Bill Dodds 1993
Willowood / Cecilia Galante 2010
The man who loved clowns / June Rae Wood 2005
J FICTION
Explaining Down syndrome / Angela Royston 2010
JUVENILE BIOGRAPHY
Chris Burke : actor / Helen Monsoon Geraghty 1995
J BIO BURKE
Big brother Dustin / Alden Carter 1997
Dustin's big school day / Alden R. Carter 1999
We can do it! / Laura Dwight 1997
Be good to Eddie Lee / Virginia Fleming 1993
1, 2, 3 for you and me / Meg Girnis 2001
ABC for you and me / Meg Girnis 2000
Taking Down Syndrome to school / Jenna Glazer 2002
How about a hug / Nan Holcomb 1987
Our brother has Down's syndrome : an introduction for children / Shelley Cairo, Jasmine Cairo and Tara Cairo 2002

SPECIAL NEEDS DVD
Gross motor skills for children with Down syndrome : a guide for parents and professionals / Patricia C. Winders, PT 2014
SPECIAL NEEDS NON-FICTION
The kitchen classroom : 32 visual GFCF recipes to boost developmental skills / Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer 2010
SPECIAL NEEDS
The year my son and I were born : a story of Down Syndrome, motherhood, and self-discovery / Kathryn Lynard Soper 2009
SPECIAL NEEDS J BIO SOPER
Discovery: pathways to better speech for children with Down syndrome / 2005
SPECIAL NEEDS DVD DISC
Down syndrome: the first 18 months / 2003
SPECIAL NEEDS DVD DOWN
What did you say?: a guide to speech intelligibility in people with Down Syndrome / 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS DVD WHAT
Parenting your complex child : become a powerful advocate for the autistic, Down syndrome, PDD, bipolar, or other special-needs child / Peggy Lou Morgan 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS
Parenting your complex child / 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS DVD WHAT
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SPECIAL NEEDS PICTURE BOOKS (CONTINUED)
I can, can you? / Marjorie W. Pitzer 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS E: PIT
My up & down & all around book / Marjorie W. Pitzer 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS E: PIT
Me, Hailey! / Sheri Plucker 2005
SPECIAL NEEDS E: PLU
Where's Chimpy? / Bernicee Rabe 1988
SPECIAL NEEDS E: RAB
The little king and his marshmallow kingdom / Louis Rotella 2010
SPECIAL NEEDS E: ROT
My friend Isabelle / Eliza Woloson 2003
SPECIAL NEEDS E: WOL

SPECIAL NEEDS NON-FICTION
I just am : a story of Down syndrome awareness and tolerance / Bryan and Tom Lambke 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS J362.1968 LAM
Gifts 2 : how people with Down syndrome enrich the world / Kathryn Lynard Soper 2009
SPECIAL NEEDS J362.198 GIF
When Down syndrome and autism intersect : a guide to DS-ASD for parents and professionals /2012
SPECIAL NEEDS J362.4 WHE
Helping children with Down syndrome communicate better : speech and language skills for ages 6 - 14 / Libby Kumin 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J371.928 KUM
Teaching reading to children with Down syndrome : a guide for parents and teachers / Patricia Logan Oelwein 1995
SPECIAL NEEDS J371.928 OEL
Teaching math to people with Down Syndrome and other hands-on learners / DeAnna Horstmeier 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS J510.71 HOR
Teaching math to people with Down syndrome and other hands-on learners. Book 2, Advanced survival skills / DeAnna Horstmeier 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J510.71 HOR

I know someone with down syndrome / Vic Parker 2011
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.8588 PAR
Fasten your seatbelt : a crash course on Down syndrome for brothers and sisters / Brian G. Skotko and Susan P. Levine 2009
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.8588 SKO
Teaching children with Down syndrome about their bodies, boundaries, and sexuality : a guide for parents and professionals / Terri Couwenhoven 2007
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.92 COU
Luke has Down’s syndrome / Jillian Powell 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.928 POW
Fine motor skills in children with Down syndrome : a guide for parents and professionals / Maryanne Bruni 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.928 BRU

Road map to Holland : how I found my way through my son’s first two years with Down syndrome / Jennifer Graf Gronenberg 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 GRO
Down syndrome parenting 101 : must-have advice for making your life easier / Natalie Hale 2011
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 HAL
Communicating partners: 30 years of building responsive relationships with late-talking children including autism, Asperger's syndrome (ASD), Down syndrome, and typical development : development guides for professionals and parents / James D. MacDonald 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 MAC
Karina has Down syndrome : one family's account of the early years with a child who has special needs / Cheryl Rogers and Gun Dolva 1998
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 ROG
Speech & language development & intervention in Down syndrome & fragile X syndrome / 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 SPE

SPECIAL NEEDS J FICTION
The hangashore / Geoff Butler 1998
SPECIAL NEEDS J FICTION BUT
Radiance descending / Paula Fox 1997
SPECIAL NEEDS J FICTION FOX
Jazz off-key / Dandi Daley Mackall 2007
SPECIAL NEEDS Y FICTION MAC
My friend has Down syndrome / Jennifer Moore-Mallinos 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J FICTION MOO
Down syndrome / Kristina Routh 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.858 ROU
Early communication skills for children with down syndrome : a guide for parents and professionals / Libby Kumin 2012
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.8588 KUM
I know someone with down syndrome / Vic Parker 2011
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.8588 PAR
Fasten your seatbelt : a crash course on Down syndrome for brothers and sisters / Brian G. Skotko and Susan P. Levine 2009
SPECIAL NEEDS J616.8588 SKO
Teaching children with Down syndrome about their bodies, boundaries, and sexuality : a guide for parents and professionals / Terri Couwenhoven 2007
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.92 COU
Luke has Down’s syndrome / Jillian Powell 2004
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.928 POW
Fine motor skills in children with Down syndrome : a guide for parents and professionals / Maryanne Bruni 2006
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.928 BRU

Speech & language development & intervention in Down syndrome & fragile X syndrome / 2008
SPECIAL NEEDS J618.9285 SPE